Fellowships and Awards

CLAGS offers a variety of fellowships and awards ranging from $250 - $7,500 for scholars, students, and artists addressing LGBTQ lives and experiences in their work. For more information, please visit our website.

Fundraising for Social Change

CLAGS has received funding from foundations for particular projects such as the LGBTQ Scholars of Color Network, a project that aims to connect LGBTQ researchers of color, as well as select conferences including “Trans Politics, Social Change and Justice,” “Futures of the Field: LGBT Studies in the 21st Century,” “Queers and Comics” and more. CLAGS’s membership program is vital to our sustenance: it provides our organization with unrestricted funds that let us prioritize the most cutting edge programs, it is also used for vital aspects of our work: stipends for our speakers, student fellowships, staff support and even the office supplies we need to keep things running smoothly. We ask you to support us by becoming a member at the level accessible to you!

Membership Information

Please mail this information to the Center for Lesbian and Gay Studies (CLAGS) Office, or drop it off at CLAGS, The Graduate Center, 365 Fifth Avenue, Room 7115, New York, NY 10016, (212) 817-1935.

Donation Rates

Student/Fixed-Income: $20
Individual: $40
Household/Institution: $80
Supporter: $150
Other: $____